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OUR PARTNERSHIP – GREATER THAN THE SUM OF ITS PARTS

The RSK–Sancroft International partnership helps clients by cohesively providing strategic 
sustainability and communications advice alongside technical environmental, sustainability, 
health and safety services. From assessing current positions to developing and implementing 
action plans, the partnership delivers complementary solutions as a one-stop shop.

RSK
RSK is a leading international environmental engineering 
consultancy and technical services company. The company, 
founded in 1989, has grown to almost 3000 employees 
through organic growth, international expansion and 
strategic acquisition. RSK operates from about 100 office 
locations across Europe, the Middle East, the former Soviet 
Union and Africa. RSK comprises
 Environment and Planning: environmental, health and 
safety management, due diligence, legal compliance, 
environmental and social impact assessment, 
environmental permitting, planning and specialist support 
in energy efficiency, noise, vibration and air quality

 Agriculture, Land and Property Management: one of 
Europe’s largest independent providers of agricultural and 
agribusiness; chemicals, including REACH compliance; 
ecological and rural development services; and carbon 
and policy advice

 Geosciences and Engineering: contaminated land and 
geotechnical site investigation, remediation consultancy, 
geophysics/utility clearance, flood risk, structural and civil 
engineering design

 Contracting: laboratory services, drilling for site 
investigation, utility clearance, asbestos and 
contamination remediation support.

SANCROFT INTERNATIONAL
Your business doesn’t operate in a vacuum. Companies face 
a wide a complex range of challenges, from water, materials 
and chemicals use to human rights, ethical sourcing, your 
governance and everything in between. Across the globe, 
and in every sector, businesses must integrate sustainability 
into their strategy, management and performance 
measurement to ensure business success.

Sancroft’s key capabilities include

 sustainability strategies: helping your business deliver 
commercial objectives through improved social and 
environmental performance; accessing new customer 
markets; meeting stakeholder expectations; and growing 
ownership, purpose and empowered action on sustainability

 responsible sourcing and human rights: helping your 
business know your high-risk suppliers and how to engage 
with them; improving identification and management of 
risk (operational, legal, reputational); increasing supply 
chain resilience and efficiency; and building a world-class 
ethical trade strategy

 resource management and pollution prevention: 
revolutionising your resource use and efficiency; 
staying ahead of fast-changing public and legislative 
expectations; enhancing reputations; understanding and 
managing environmental impacts on your business

TOGETHER RSK AND SANCROFT CAN HELP YOU ACHIEVE CORPORATE GOALS

RSK has 30 years of technical supply chain analysis capability under its 
belt. Over the last three decades, through a variety of offerings including 

laboratory services and specialist environmental auditing,
RSK has helped organisations in a wide range of industries across the world 

realise their business goals efficiently, cost-effectively and with minimum 
social and environmental impact.

Sancroft
▪ Critical evaluation of external environment, including legislative review

▪ Peer benchmarking, horizon scanning and gap analysis
▪ Informed strategy design and implementation planning

▪ Communications plan development, advice and ongoing support

RSK
▪ EHS auditing, legal compliance, management systems and due diligence

▪ Permit compliance, resource efficiency, waste, noise, air quality
▪ Sustainability impact of alternatives (e.g. free from)

▪ Planning, site investigation, remediation and engineering services

Sancroft has 20 years’ expertise in strategic sustainability advice, stakeholder 
engagement and communications based on

industry-leading research and analysis. Founded in 1997 by former Minister of 
Agriculture and Secretary of State for the Environment,

The Rt. Hon John Gummer, Lord Deben, Sancroft helps some of the world’s 
leading companies improve their environmental, ethical and social performance.

Together we offer a joined-up solution for strategy and implementation whether you have questions about 
ingredient traceability and sustainability, health and safety, packaging or human rights in the supply chain .

Specific capabilities and experience include

WHY RSK–SANCROFT?
We believe our partnership can deliver a highly tailored solution for our clients at both strategic and granular technical levels:

 The seamless integration between the two organisations provides a powerful offering that can effectively address clients’ 
risks and opportunities.

 Our partnership provides clients with a dedicated resource of specialists to assess issues across your value chain backed 
up by 3000 staff in offices across the EMEA region.

 Our global experience and local networks ensure that projects are completed on time, help minimise regulatory delays, 
achieve cost savings and develop good relationships with local stakeholders.



This support could include emerging trends covering topical issues such as
 traceability and food allergen issues
 sustainability assessment of supply chain (power input, animal feed, packaging)
 sustainability assessment of ‘free from’ initiatives and alternatives
 plastics and opportunities for substitution or elimination
 modern slavery. 

Consumer demands on food safety and 
sustainability are evolving fast
Historically, consumers have focused mostly on price, quality 
and food safety. While pressure on food safety has increased, 
so have other environmental and social considerations. 
Consumers are now demanding more information about 
where their food comes from, how safe it is, the inputs that 
went into producing it, how sustainable it is and the welfare 
of any animals in the food chain.

After recent scandals concerning sustainability and food 
safety concerns, the entire sector needs to demonstrate 
and communicate market-leading credentials on food 
safety, integrity, traceability and sustainability. To achieve 
this, organisations need to take a strategic approach 
encompassing the following. 

Food allergen risk-management system 
Food companies, at any level in the production chain, 
should have a system in place to reduce the risk of 
contaminating allergens. We can build such a system 
for our customers or support them in assessing the 
gaps in the system or the possible effectiveness of the 
system as an independent assessment with improvement 
recommendations. We can work with any company in the 
chain or with the consumer-facing brands by supporting 
them to design and develop systems of control .

Sustainability impact assessment of ‘free from’ 
ingredients
In response to food intolerances, concerns over health issues 
and trends in diet, a wide range of new products have been 
launched to offer consumers greater choice. Understanding 
social and environmental impacts of free from versus 
established products is a challenge for brands trading on 
sustainability and health credentials. We can support through 
our integrated team approach.
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We have worked with the food and drink sector across the 
value chain for many years, from on-farm operations to 
retail. We have a unique combination of services and group 
companies with significant experience in the sector at various 
points of the value chain. We provide our clients with a single 
point of contact coordinating a range of specialists in a fully 
integrated approach to manage compliance liabilities and 
concerns, enhance value and help with refurbishment and 
new development projects.

THE RSK–SANCROFT PARTNERSHIP WILL ACT AS A CRITICAL FRIEND TO YOU AND YOUR 
ORGANISATION TO ASSURE COMPLIANCE AND BETTER POSITIONING IN THE MARKETPLACE.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT

Warren Percival: wpercival@rsk.co.uk  
Tel: +44 (0)1928 726006 or Mob: +44 (0)7793 365862
RSK, Spring Lodge, 172 Chester Road, Helsby WA6 0AR, UK

Dom de Ville: dom.deville@sancroft.com
Tel: +44 (0)20 7960 7901 or Mob: +44 (0)7980 449316
Sancroft, 46 Queen Anne’s Gate, London SW1H 9AP, UK

WASTE SOCIAL / GOVERNANCE
HEALTH AND SAFETY

WATER – AVAILABILITY / USE / QUALITY
CLIMATE CHANGE – RESILIENCE / MITIGATION 
TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS

ENERGY AIR QUALITY / ODOUR

Supply chain impacts

Land use change

Biodiversity

Deforestation 

Soil

Pesticide use 

Genetically modified
organisms (GMO)

Social and economic

Animal welfare

Food safety

Productivity and quality

International trade

Modern slavery

Stakeholder engagement

Traceability

Compliance

Regulatory compliance

Statutory nuisance

Management systems

Communication

Non-financial reporting

Corporate policy and
strategy

Sustainability reporting

Brand reputation

Benchmarking and
scorecards

Market trends

Development

Site selection

Due diligence

Contaminated land

Ground conditions

Sustainable materials 
and BREEAM

Energy efficient design

EIA and planning

Permit applications

Traffic management and
site transport design

Operations

Cost of resources

HFC refrigerant phase out

Food safety and allergies

Permit conditions

EHS management systems

Water recycling and

discharges

Storage, distribution and
warehousing

Packaging and waste

Accidents and incidents

Ageing facilities (structural
integrity, asbestos, etc.)

PROCUREMENT
RISKS

OPERATIONAL RISKS
(PROCESSORS / MANUFACTURERS / RETAILERS) 

COMMS &
ENGAGEMENT
 

FOOD AND DRINK SECTOR EXPERIENCE
RSK and Sancroft have been supporting the food and drink 
sector for several years, as shown by the following key 
experience:

 Aldi, Asda and Lidl: site investigation and planning support 
for new site developments

 Associated British Foods: wide range of services such as 
energy efficiency for brands such as Ryvita and AB Sugar via 
the British Beet Research Organisation 

 BFS Group (comprising Bidfood and Bidvest Logistics): 
architectural design and engineering for temperature 
controlled distribution centres/warehousing (via KMG 
Partnership, an RSK company) 

 PepsiCo and Walkers Food Group: 50 in 5 carbon impact 
support and reduction programme for group, and 
engagement with potato growers (via ADAS, an RSK 
company).

Our partnership can identify and provide solutions to each of these traditional and emerging issues.

 The Coca-Cola Company, Greggs and the UK arm of one of 
the world’s largest food groups: responding to global health 
and wellness agendas through landscape review, materiality 
assessment and subsequent strategy development

 a leading UK pub retailing organisation: building a plan to 
develop understanding and management of antibiotics in 
the food chain

 Whitbread Group: roadmap development to achieving 
sustainability targets and gaining internal cross-functional 
buy-in

 Pret a Manger: strategically responding to the UK Modern 
Slavery Act and aligning responsible sourcing activities with 
company aspiration

 an international fast food chain: identifying potential 
environmental efficiency gains across international sites and 
developing the corresponding redevelopment programme.

SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES IN THE FOOD AND DRINK VALUE CHAIN
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